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Preface
This volume contains the proceedings of the 6th Workshop on Security Issues
in Concurrency (SecCo’08). The workshop was held in Toronto (Canada) on Au-
gust 23rd 2008, as a satellite workshop of CONCUR’08. Previous editions of this
workshop have been organized in Eindhoven (2003), London (2004), San Francisco
(2005) and Lisbon (2007).
The aim of the SecCo workshop series is to cover the gap between the secu-
rity and the concurrency communities. More precisely, the workshop promotes
the exchange of ideas, trying to focus on common interests and stimulating dis-
cussions on central research questions. In particular, we called for papers dealing
with security issues (such as authentication, integrity, privacy, conﬁdentiality, ac-
cess control, denial of service, service availability, safety aspects, fault tolerance,
trust, language-based security) in emerging ﬁelds like web services, mobile ad-hoc
networks, agent-based infrastructures, peer-to-peer systems, context-aware comput-
ing, global/ubiquitous/pervasive computing.
We received 6 submissions (including two short submission) of which one was
withdrawn. We eventually accepted 2 long papers which are included in this volume.
One short paper was also presented at the workshop. The selection has been carried
out by the program committee of SecCo’08, which consisted of
• Konstantinos Chatzikokolakis
• Veronique Cortier
• Amy Felty
• Steve Kremer (co-chair)
• Ralf Kuesters
• Yassine Lakhnech
• Matteo Maﬀei
• Prakash Panangaden (co-chair)
• Riccardo Pucella
• Mark Ryan
The papers were refereed by the program committee and by an outside referee,
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Tomasz Truderung, whose help is gratefully acknowledged.
We also had two invited talks. The ﬁrst invited talk, shared with the EX-
PRESS’08 workshop, was given by Michele Bugliesi on Security Abstractions and
Adversarial Models in Distributed Communications. The second invited talk was
given by Catuscia Palamidessi on Statistical inference of hidden information.
We would like to thank all the persons that contributed to SecCo’08. First of
all, the program committee, the external reviewer, the invited speakers, the authors
and all the participants that attended the workshop. We are also very grateful
to the CONCUR’08 workshop co-chair, Richard Treﬂer, for taking care of all the
local organization. We thank the Elsevier Science B.V. (that will publish these
proceedings electronically in the ENTCS series), and in particular Mike Mislove,
Managing Editor of the ENTCS series.
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